
 
 

May 2020 Daily Promos 

Friday, May 1 
What does it mean to “grow up” spiritually?  Friday/Today on Summit Life, J.D. Greear gives us 
practical insight about what it looks like  to become a mature Christian -- no longer a spiritual 
infant, but a spiritual “grown up”!  Join us here Friday/today on (Station:_____) at 
(Time:______) on Summit Life with J.D. Greear!  
 
Monday, May 4 
When you’re a kid, there are several big milestones you look forward to hitting as you get older. 
But in our spiritual lives, it can be harder to judge whether or not we’re really “growing up.”  So 
Monday/today, Pastor J.D. Greear is describing the marks of a maturing believer. Listen 
Monday/today to Summit Life with J.D. Greear at (Time: _____) on (Station: ______)! 
 
Tuesday, May 5 
The Apostle Peter said that Christians are supposed to be different than the world around us. But 
what does that look like, practically speaking?  Pastor J.D. Greear answers that question as he 
continues our series called I Am an Alien.  That’s Tuesday/today … on Summit Life with J.D. 
Greear! Join us at (Time: ______) on (Station: ______)! 
 
Wednesday, May 6 
In the book of First Peter, Christians are called to be aliens on this earth.  That may make for a 
pretty cool bumper sticker … but what does it actually mean?  What does it look like, practically, 
to live as a citizen of heaven and NOT of earth?   Join us for answers Wednesday/today at (Time: 
______)  on Summit Life with J.D. Greear! 
 
Thursday, May 7 
The Bible clearly calls believers to submit to authority … whether that’s parental authority, a 
boss at work, or the government.  But what about when they’re morally corrupt?  What if they’re 
mistreating you … or denying justice?  Pastor J.D. Greear deals with these sticky questions of 
authority Thursday/today at (Time: _________) … on Summit Life! 
 
Friday, May 8 
In America today, Christians aren’t facing torture or death for speaking the truth.  But the Bible 
makes it clear that if you’re really following Jesus, then the world’s going to oppose you … in 
one way or another.  So what do we do when you face persecution?  That is the question we’ll be 
looking at Friday/today at (Time: ________) … on Summit Life with J.D. Greear. 
 



 
 
Monday, May 11 
Monday/today on Summit Life, we’re jumping into what might be a delicate and controversial 
subject … the biblical roles of husbands and wives. Whether you’re single, married, divorced, or 
widowed, you’ll wanna listen in!  We’re letting the gospel transform the way we think about 
marriage … Monday/today on Summit Life with J.D. Greearon (Station: _______) at (Time: 
__________)! 
 
Tuesday, May 12 
A quick look at the divorce stats in the U.S. will make it abundantly clear … as a culture, we’re 
bad at marriage.  And even couples that manage to keep it together often end up just living 
parallel lives.  So what’re we missing?  Discover the answer when you listen Tuesday/today at 
(Time: ________) …on Summit Life with J.D. Greear! 
 
Wednesday, May 13 
If we’re honest, a lot of us would admit that the biblical view of submission in marriage seems 
pretty outdated.  But God has a reason for the way he set things up … and it  reflects his 
timeless, beautiful purpose for marriage.  We’re talking about the interconnected roles of 
Marriage and the Gospel … Wednesday/today on Summit Life with J.D. Greear at (Time: 
_______) here on (Station: ________)! 
 
Thursday, May 14 
God’s laws aren’t arbitrary! As our Creator, he knows best. So it makes sense that when we 
disobey them, we bring pain upon ourselves.  But sometimes, our suffering comes from actually 
obeying God’s law.  How do we make sense of that?  Discover the answer when you tune in 
Thursday/today at (Time:_____), here on (Station: ____) for Summit Life with J.D. Greear! 
 
Friday, May 15 
The battle over sin was  won two thousand years ago on the cross.  So the question is why do we 
still struggle with sin today?  Pastor J.D. Greear is answering that question Friday/today and 
arming us for the fight against sin.  It’s the conclusion of our series called I Am an Alien … Join 
us Friday/today at (Time: ______)  on Summit Life. 
 
Monday, May 18 
Do you ever have doubts about faith? If so, you are not alone. Even the first disciples had 
unanswered questions. Monday/today, Pastor J.D. Greear shows us how the resurrection is about 
new power in your life to defeat every stronghold and make you doubt your doubts.. Don’t miss 
Monday/today on Summit Life with J.D. Greear at (Time: ______) on (Station: ________)!  
 



 
 
Tuesday, May 19 
Some of us think if we could see Jesus with our own eyes then we would never have any doubts 
about faith. Tuesday/Today, Pastor J.D. shows us that, because we have the eyewitness 
testimony of Paul and others, we actually DO see Jesus --and that he is who he said he was. 
Learn more when you listen Tuesday/today at (Time: _______) …to Summit Life with J.D. 
Greear! 
 
Wednesday, May 20 
Every follower of Jesus will ask at some point in their lives, “If Jesus is Lord of my life, then 
why do I keep on sinning?” Wednesday/Today, Pastor J.D. Greear shows us how believing in 
our righteous identity in Christ releases power in us to live up to that identity. Be sure to join us 
Wednesday/today at (Time: ______) … on Summit Life with J.D. Greear! 
 
Thursday, May 21 
Have you ever wondered why, even though you made Jesus Lord of your life, you keep on 
sinning? Thursday/Today Pastor J.D. Greear teaches us how we get the power to live up to our 
new identity in Christ and how, when we give ourselves to Jesus, we experience eternal life 
NOW. Be sure to listen Thursday/today at (Time: _______) … on Summit Life with J.D. Greear 
here on (Station: _________).  
 
Friday, May 22 
Do you ever feel like you’re living a double life? Like there’s one side of you that wants to do 
the right thing and another that doesn’t want to do it at all. FridayToday, Pastor J.D. Greear looks 
at the battle within every Christian and how knowing you have ultimate victory should change 
your outlook in the fight. Listen Friday/today at (Time: ______)  on Summit Life. 
 
Monday, May 25 
Most of us are  torn between the  desire to do good and the reality of ongoing sin in our  life. Do 
we embrace God’s mercy or fold in discouragement? Monday/Today on Summit Life, we’ll see 
how acknowledging the battle with sin and our ultimate victory over it doesn’t just change how 
we view the fight. Don’t miss Monday/today at (Time:______) on Summit Life with J.D. Greear. 
 
Tuesday, May 26 
If some part of your life feels dead because of the effects of sin, then you need to hear that there 
is resurrection hope for you. Tuesday/Today, Pastor J.D. Greear turns to what many people 
consider the greatest chapter in the Bible to show us how committing to walk in step with the 
Holy Spirit sets us free. Listen Tuesday/today at (Time:_____) on Summit Life with J.D. Greear.  
 
 



 
 
 
Wednesday, May 27 
What if the worst effect of sin was not how it hurt you or someone else but how it cut you off 
from the Holy Spirit? Wednesday/Today on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear shows us how the 
amount of spiritual power in our lives is tied to how much we have surrendered to the Holy 
Spirit. Learn more Wednesday/today … when you listen at (Time:______) to Summit Life with 
J.D. Greear! 
  
Thursday, May 28 
Do you know what to do with the Holy Spirit? Or what he’s supposed to do with you? Many 
Christians repeat familiar phrases about the Spirit but still don’t know what they mean, and it’s 
easy to be confused. Pastor J.D. Greear teaches us why the Holy Spirit is necessary--so join us 
Thursday/today at (Time:_____) on (Station:_______) to Summit Life. 
 
Friday, May 29 
Many scholars consider Romans 8 the greatest chapter in the Bible, and many Christians 
suffering around the world would agree. Friday/Today on Summit Life, Pastor J.D. Greear shows 
us how the Holy Spirit gives us assurance that God is with us and working for our good, even in 
our pain. Tune in Friday/today at (Time:_____) on Summit Life with J.D. Greear! 
 
 
 
 
 
 


